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      lpha Bank’s CEO Vassilios Psaltis, speaking at the panel of the 5th Delphi Economic 
Forum, on June 12, 2020, reiterated Alpha Bank’s commitment to support to the best 
of its ability the country's return to normal economic and business activity, stressing 
that the coronavirus experience reaffirmed the importance of foresight, flexibility and 
adaptability in responding to any crisis. Mr. Psaltis expressed his conviction that the 
pandemic should not only be viewed as a threat, but also as an opportunity, and 
concluded his intervention by stating: “Alpha Bank's strength lies in its ability to change 
and evolve. Despite the difficulties, I am optimistic that not only the Bank, but, most 
importantly, all Greeks together, we will emerge from this crisis more mature, more 
determined and, ultimately, stronger."

For Alpha Bank, returning to normality is a mission. In this context, the Bank is participating 
in the effort to restart the economy, by offering practical support to businesses through 
financing solutions, new facilities and the acceleration of its digital transformation. Additionally, 
to ensure the provision of a continuous and seamless service to its Customers, it makes 
use of sophisticated digital tools, introducing innovations and upgrading its services.

Of particular interest are the results of Alpha Bank’s internal Survey on the new reality 
imposed by the Covid-19 pandemic and on its consequences for our professional and 
personal lives. These were presented to Personnel by the CEO Vassilios Psaltis and the 
Executive General Manager - Human Resources Fragiski Melissa, in an online session 
coordinated by the Marketing and Corporate Communication Division Manager George 
Terzis and held on May 28, 2020.
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The second phase of “i3”, the annual internal competition that promotes innovation in 
the Group, while at the same time offering the Bank's Employees the opportunity to 
showcase their talents and contribute to improving our Customers’ banking experience, 
has begun. The very positive climate that has already developed among the participants 
and the zeal shown by all of them, promise interesting things to come.

Finally, through the pages of this issue’s “In Focus” section, we have the rare opportunity 
to visit the “inner sanctum” of the Bank's archives, by taking a virtual tour of the specially
designed areas where the “treasures” of the Alpha Bank Historical Archives are kept. 
The Historical Archives, which have been in operation for 21 years now and are one of 
the largest private historical business archives in Europe, receive the Bank's archives in 
a 1,400 square meter area called the “Repository”. This area operates under controlled 
climate conditions and is fitted with specialized fire detection and extinguishing systems, 
to ensure that archival material is stored in the most up-to-date conditions. The size of 
the processed archives located in the Repository exceeds 2,000 meters of shelving 
space and its digitized corpus stands at nearly 700,000 archive pages.
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Thus, the material available to the Historical Archives 

dates to the mid-19th century, as it has come from 

the Banks that make up Alpha Bank, as well as from 

their subsidiaries:

• Ionian Bank Limited (1839-1957)

• Popular Bank (1905-1957)

• Commercial Bank of Greece (1907-2013)

• Bank of Kalamata (1918-1924)

• Alpha Credit Bank (1924-1999) 

• Ionian and Popular Bank (1957-1999)

The main task of the Historical Archives is to preserve and showcase the variety of historical evidence they gather. The 

material coming to their possession originates from the current archives kept by the Bank’s Units. The Historical Archives 

receive a Unit’s archive only when this has lost all operational functionality or, in archival science jargon, has become 

“inactive”. This occurs after 20 or 30 years from the moment when the archive was first created, depending on the 

classification of the information it contains.

IN FOCUS
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It is understandable that the size of the archives coming into the Historical Archives’ possession is enormous and their proper 

management and organization impose certain conditions. The sheer volume of paper collected is enormous. This is one of the 

many reasons why historical archives are not hosted in simple office or warehouse areas. Another one is the age of the paper 

and the requirements for its preservation. 

Thus, the Historical Archives receive the Bank’s archives in a specially configured 1,400 sq.m. area, called the “Repository”. 

This area operates under controlled climate conditions and is fitted with specialized fire detection and fire extinguishing 

systems, to ensure that archival material is stored in the most up-to-date conditions.

The transfer of the material is followed by the evaluation and the selection of the items 

considered to be significant and worthy of safekeeping in perpetuity. 

The items finally selected form part of the “Archives” and “Collections” of the Historical 

Archives and comprise ledgers, manuscripts, various architectural drawings, architectural 

models of buildings, various types of audiovisual, advertising and photographic material, as 

well as objects used in daily banking activities such as cash registers, typewriters and other 

rare objects.
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The selected items, after being classified, are registered in 

the “Historical and Archival Information Management 

Application”, designed according to international standards. 

They are then placed in acid-free storage containers to 

ensure that they are protected from pollutants and 

changes to the environment, and take their final place in 

the Repository, from where they can be easily retrieved. 

The material kept in the Repository, once deposited there, 

is not left unused. Since their very creation, the 

Historical Archives have operated an archival material 

digitization function, to preserve and showcase the valuable 

information contained in their Archives and Collections. 

Digitized files are stored in the dedicated Application, 

ensuring that they are quickly searchable online and 

immediately retrievable for operational, research and 

cultural purposes. 

Today, the size of the processed archives located in the 

Repository exceeds 2,000 meters of shelving space and its 

digitized corpus stands at nearly 700,000 archive pages. 

The Historical Archives are keen to adopt the latest technologies 

and to operate in line with archiving “best practices”, also 

fully respecting Personal Data. Thus, their Repository 

operates to specifications 

which are consistent with 

Alpha Bank’s corporate 

culture, while also helping 

create the proper 

infrastructure to support its 

further growth.
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“With prudence, flexibility and adaptability,
we will emerge stronger from the crisis” 

Intervention of Alpha Bank’s CEO Vassilios Psaltis at the 5th Delphi Economic Forum

“T         he power of Alpha Bank lies in its ability to change 

        and evolve. Despite the difficulties, I am optimistic 

that not only the Bank, but, most importantly, all Greeks 

together, we will emerge from this crisis more mature, 

more determined and, ultimately, stronger” stated, 

among others, Alpha Bank’s CEO Vassilios Psaltis during his 

intervention on Friday’s June 12, 2020 panel discussion 

“Covid-19 and Banking: The Leader’s Response” of the 

5th Delphi Economic Forum. 

Mr. Psaltis reiterated Alpha Bank’s commitment to support, with 

all its strength, the country's return to normal economic and business activity, stressing that the coronavirus experience reaffirmed 

the importance of foresight, flexibility and adaptability in responding to any crisis.

“Through this crisis, an opportunity emerges for a new, sustainable and more productive model for the country. The financial system 

will become the epicenter of this challenge, through two major Projects which will change entrepreneurship,” Mr. Psaltis stated. The 

first project, as he explained, is the management of non-performing loans, which “will lead to the restructure of the country’s business 

map, going beyond the mistakes of the past and effectively contributing to the reinforcement of healthy competition”. The second 

project concerns the national endeavor to cover the investment gap that was generated by the previous, long-lasting crisis, further 

worsened by the 2020 recession. “The banking system needs to take on a defining role in increasing absorption as opposed to the – 

not so flattering for us all – past. In order to be successful, it has to co-fund projects and, above all, to strengthen the new ecosystem 

that will mobilize funds towards investments” he stressed.

THE BANK
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      he results of the internal Survey on the new reality imposed by the Covid-19 pandemic, as well as on its consequences for

      our professional and personal lives, were presented online on May 28, 2020 by the CEO Vassilios Psaltis and the Executive 

General Manager - Human Resources Fragiski Melissa, in a session coordinated by the Marketing and Corporate Communication 

Division Manager George Terzis. 

During the presentation, it was stressed that, although the crisis has made our daily lives more demanding, we must take 

advantage of the current juncture and of the digital leap that the whole country is taking, to place ourselves at the forefront of 

this new digital era, strengthening our digital skills and ensuring better communication, regardless of where we work from.

Through the survey, the overwhelming majority of Personnel confirmed the Bank's ability to adapt, innovate and successfully 

rise to challenges, and underlined the need for new ways of serving Customers, as well as for strengthening technology and 

digital processes in the Bank.

Presentation of the results of the Alpha Bank internal survey

THE BANK

Together, beyond the crisis

Alpha Bank
         among the leaders

Rising to the challenges
Improvements in crisis management

68% Team activities

50% Tools for collaboration

45% New ways of communication and collaboration

59% Strategies/resources for professional
& personal time management

56% Additional health allowances
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Most Employees felt that teamwork, as well as collaboration with their Managers, were enhanced by these new working 

conditions.

Moreover, teleworking has won quite a few supporters, as it has enabled many to work more flexible hours, and about half 

of the Employees who teleworked would like to continue working under this arrangement in the future too.

Finally, Mr. Psaltis paid tribute to the efforts made by the Personnel, stressing that the most difficult part now is for us all to 

move forward together, beyond the crisis.

THE BANK

Would you consider teleworking to be a positive

or a negative way of working in the future?

Positive

Negative

Did not answer

49% 23%

27%

Covid-19 pandemic

How much were the following areas positively affected?

My ability to contribute
substantially to my work

My ability to work with others
to get my job done

The feeling of participation 
and collaboration in my work

My relationship with 
my Manager

My relationships with 
my colleagues

41%

43%

45%

44%

48%
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Alpha Bank participated in a series of international virtual conferences
and targeted calls with institutional investors

I   n June 2020, the Management of Alpha Bank as well as Executives from the Investor and Analyst Relations Division carried out 

   a series of calls with foreign institutional investors, as part of Virtual conferences held by leading financial institutions such as 

Bank of America Merrill Lynch, Goldman Sachs, Deutsche Bank, and the “9th Greek Investment Virtual Forum”, organized by the 

Athens Stock Exchange (ATHEX). The Bank further participated in targeted conference calls with international investors, both equity 

and fixed income and also with international rating agencies.

Alpha Bank’s representatives carried out a total of 40 teleconferences, with more than 140 institutional funds. The main points of 

discussion in these were the latest macroeconomic developments, the progress on our Galaxy transaction, as well as the Covid-19 

impact on the Greek Economy and the Bank.

THE BANK
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Distinction of Executive of the Investment Portfolios Management Division

      he head of the team responsible for mutual funds evaluation and for relations with investment firms of the Bank’s Investment 

      Portfolios Management Division, Spyridon Agrianitis, received, for the second year in a row, the distinction "CityWire Top 100". 

The distinction concerns the selection of the top 100 funds evaluators for the European market by CityWire international 

financial news company.

This is the only Greek participation in the CityWire Selector Top 100 2020 list. The award ceremony took place online in the context 

of the Pan-European Conference of Funds Evaluators Montreux 2020.

THE BANK
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Annual evaluation of the Internal Audit Division
in accordance with the ISO 9001:2015 Standard

T      he Bank’s Internal Audit Division applies successfully, since 2017, the Quality Management System according to the ISO 9001:2015.

In 2020, Internal Audit Division completed successfully its recertification. An independent evaluation was carried by TUV Austria, one 

of the leading Organizations in Quality Management Systems Certification.

A significant number of procedures have been certified, regarding the management and conduct of internal audits and the operations 

of Fraud Investigation unit.

THE BANK
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Alpha Bank adopts the first Data Governance Framework

A      lpha Bank adopts the first Data Governance Framework* recognizing business data as an asset fueling its strategic initiatives.*

• Data Governance is a collection of best practices that ensure the consistency of data management in the Bank.

• Core concepts of Data Governance are Data Stewardship, Data Quality, Data Ownership and other that help an organization to

have better control on information used, including methods, technology and people, and having proper data management as

an objective.

• Data Governance is related to the consistency, usability, integrity, compliance and availability of data, to the roles and accounta

bilities and also to the data lineage inside and outside of the Bank.

The Data Governance Framework is the mechanism for the integration of data governance best practices.

Its main objective is to:

✓ Establish the perception regarding the value of data for the Bank

✓ Ensure the consistency and validity of the information upon which critical decisions are based

✓ Ensure the uniqueness and reduce the repetition of information used within the Bank

✓ Ensure the compliance with supervisory requirements regarding the availability and quality of the information provided.

* The Data Governance Framework was developed by the Business Data Division and is available at the Alpha Bank Intranet.

THE BANK
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Internal competition for innovation and new ideas
The new teams are ready for the next phase of the competition

O      ne of the main objectives of the i3 organizing team for this year's competition, from the very beginning, was to further promote 

      teamwork. 24 new teams have already been set up, taking part in the second phase of the competition, and the first conclusions 

from the cooperation of colleagues with each other are particularly encouraging. Already from last year’s i3, it became clear that 

teamwork is the key concept for shaping and further developing a new idea as well as for its most comprehensive presentation to 

a demanding and qualified audience. Through collaboration and coupling of different skills and a wider range of know-how, an initial 

idea can more easily be transformed into an integrated application or an innovative product. 

After a series of teleconferences with the i3 organizing team, the 24 new teams have resubmitted their now developed ideas in the 

new participation form, attempting to respond as fully as possible to the competition's demands: what problem their proposal 

faces, what is its innovation, what’s the impact on the Bank and/or on the Customers and, finally, an assessment of the investment 

that will be required. 

All new ideas will be evaluated by a multi-member committee, in order the best of them to enter the next phase. During the next 

phase, the finalists will join an accelerator and will receive mentoring as well as attend workshops in order to prepare for the final 

pitch-event. 

The very positive climate that has already developed among the participants and the zeal shown by all of them, promise interesting 

things to come!

THE BANK
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The 24 new teams:

TEAM NAME UNIT

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

THEODORAKOPOULOS ILIAS

MPOUGAS FOTIOS

NYCHTI CHAROULA

PAPADOPOULOS MICHAEL

SPANOUDAKIS EVANGELOS

MPALAFAS NIKOLAOS

KSAGARA MARIA

OIKONOMOPOULOU ELPINIKI

VASSILAKIS PETROS

PAPAGEORGIOU KONSTANTINOS

KOSSYVAKIS CHRISTOS

NTALAS SOTIRIOS

SIARAKAS EFSTATHIOS

FAFOUTAKI VAIA

KONTORIZOU EIRINI

KOUROUNI PETROULA

PANTOULI MARIA

ANDRITSOS ANDREAS

DIMITRA DESPOINA

LIAKOPOULOS SPYROS

MPISYLLAS DIMITRIOS

TSAMPIKAKIS MICHAEL

KOTSARIS NIKOLAOS

MANOLI MARIA

SELEMIDOU CHRISTINA

CHATZIKONSTANTINOU PANTELIS

LEONARDOS GEORGIOS

LITOS SOTIRIOS

SKIADOPOULOS ANASTASIOS

DANEZI ANASTASIA

EVANGELIDIS EVANGELOS

KATSOUGKRI MARIA

OPERATIONS DIVISION 

BRANCH 123

CYBERSECURITY AND INFORMATION SECURITY DIVISION

CYBERSECURITY AND INFORMATION SECURITY DIVISION

OPERATIONS DIVISION

BRANCH 330

BRANCH 330

BRANCH 237

RETAIL WORKOUT DIVISION

BRANCH 172

BRANCH 149

BRANCH 192

CUSTOMER SERVICE DIVISION

CUSTOMER SERVICE DIVISION

BRANCH 303

DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION AND INNOVATION DIVISION

DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION AND INNOVATION DIVISION

BRANCH 125

BRANCH 642

BRANCH 177

DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION AND INNOVATION DIVISION

BRANCH 640

COMMERCIAL CENTRE ATTICA 1

IT APPLICATIONS DIVISION

BRANCH 861

BRANCH 861

CYBERSECURITY AND INFORMATION SECURITY DIVISION

SMALL BUSINESS BANKING DIVISION

SMALL BUSINESS BANKING DIVISION

PAYMENTS OPERATIONS DIVISION

BRANCH 528

BRANCH 775

THE BANK
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TEAM NAME UNIT

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

GEORGIADOU SOFIA

DANIDOU MARIA

KOLETSOU DIMITRA

MERKOURIS KONSTANTINOS

ATHANASIADIS NIKOLAOS

VERGAS ARISTEIDIS

KANIS PANAGIOTIS

MPLYMAKIS STYLIANOS

PANAGOPOULOU AVGI

MANTA SOTIRIA

MPOUGAS DIMITRIOS

PAPAKONSTANTIS GEORGIOS

LIAGKRIDONI IOANNA

MATTHAIOU FOTEINI

LOUKAS IOANNIS

APOSTOLIDIS LAZAROS

ADAMAKIS EMMANOUEL

GAVRIILIDOU KONSTANTINA

DIMITRAKOPOULOU NIKOLETTA

KSIROU ELENI

SIGALAS MICHAEL

TSALMAS CHRISTOS

DIMITRAKOPOULOU CHRYSSOULA

DRANDAKIS ARTEMIOS

KAINIS NIKOLAOS

GEORGOULAS PANTELIS

DOMVROS GEORGIOS

MACHAIROUDIS KONSTANTINOS

KATSOGIANNOS KONSTANTINOS

PAPAGEORGIOU MARIETTA

TAKA DAPHNE

APAZIDIS ELEFTHERIOS

MANOU EVMORFIA

BRANCH 173

BRANCH 703

BRANCH 125

BRANCH 642

BRANCH 700

INVESTMENT PORTFOLIOS MANAGEMENT DIVISION

HUMAN RESOURCES DIVISION 

PROCUREMENT, PROPERTY AND SECURITY DIVISION

WHOLESALE BANKING LENDING DIVISION

BRANCH 147

WHOLESALE CREDIT WORKOUT DIVISION

NON-PERFORMING LOANS MANAGEMENT II-RETAIL BANKING DIVISION

BACK OFFICES-INVESTMENTS DIVISION

PROJECT MANAGEMENT DIVISION

HUB CITY THESSALONIKI

CUSTOMER SERVICE DIVISION

BRANCH 664

IT APPLICATIONS DIVISION

BRANCH 491

BRANCH 491

WHOLESALE BANKING LENDING DIVISION

BRANCH 574

INTERNAL AUDIT DIVISION

IT SYSTEMS DIVISION

INVESTMENT PORTFOLIOS MANAGEMENT DIVISION

BRANCH 800

BRANCH 800

BRANCH 800

BRANCH 330

BRANCH 330

BUDGETING AND CONTROLLING DIVISION

DIGITAL NETWORKS DIVISION

BRANCH 702

THE BANK
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Online discussions from SingularityU Greece

   n the framework of this year’s Alpha Bank's partnership with the SingularityU Greece, Bank Executives were given the opportunity 

   to follow remotely two more interesting discussions with highly topical subjects.

During the first one, titled “The future of transportation & effects of COVID-19”, SingularityU Greece founder and CEO Mrs. Niki 

Syropoulou and Dr. Carlo Van de Weijer analyzed the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic on the public transport sector.

In the second discussion, titled “The World Economy at Crossroads. How will it escape from the Great Lockdown?”, Mrs. Syropoulou and 

Mr. Elias Papaioannou, Professor of Economics at the London Business School analyzed the World Economy. Issues related to the impact 

of the pandemic on businesses and households, the role of Exponential Technologies and the course of Greece were discussed.

 Click here to watch the discussion titled: “The future of transportation & effects of COVID-19”.

• Click here to watch the discussion titled: “The World Economy at Crossroads. How will it escape from the 

 Great Lockdown?”

I
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“Thermopylae – Salamis, 2500 years later”
By Dr Dimitra Tsangari, Curator of the Alpha Bank Numismatic Collection

THE BANK • CULTURE

      his year has been officially named "Thermopylae – Salamis 2020” Anniversary Year, as it marks the completion of 2500 

     years from these two epic confrontations, which took place in 480 BC and were decisive for the development of the Greek 

and, subsequently, the Western culture. 

To mark this anniversary, various events, educational programs, exhibitions, and publications related to the Battle of Thermopylae 

and the Battle of Salamis had been planned by many Museums, Cultural Foundations and Municipalities. However, given the 

new reality imposed by the Covid-19 pandemic, it is now doubtful whether, in what manner and to what extent all the events 

already announced will be implemented.

It is therefore worth recalling these two major moments in world history, which took place in this small corner of Europe, at the 

crossroads between East and West. After all, even today, there are many who wonder what path history would have taken if the 

Persians had ultimately defeated the Greeks at Salamis, if the Athenian Republic had been destroyed and if the “Golden Age of 

Pericles” was never to be.

Historical Background

The Greco-Persian Wars, also often called the Persian Wars, which took place in the first half of the 5th century BC, are one of 

the most important chapters in world history and were recorded by the Greek historian Herodotus. The Persians' first attempt 

to expand into Greek territory was made by King Darius, but ended in failure after the Battle of Marathon, in 490 BC. After 

Darius' death, his son, Xerxes I, began preparations for a new, large-scale invasion of Greece. He even sent emissaries to all 

Greek city-states, demanding ν α   (earth and water), an offering symbolizing full submission to the conqueror, with the 

concession of the land and of its goods. In Greece, preparations for this second Persian invasion were feverish. Faced with the 

danger of the new Persian invasion, the Greeks put aside their feuds and antagonisms and united against the enemy, creating 

the Greek Alliance, in 481 BC, at the Congress of Corinth. 
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In early 480 BC, Xerxes' army marched into Europe, crossing the Hellespont and spreading fear to all the places it passed 

through. Never had people seen so big an army. The Persians intended to conquer Greece within a short time, based on their 

great military strength, while the Greeks decided to confront them in narrow passes, where numerical superiority would not be 

of help to the enemy. 

The Battle of Thermopylae 

In early September 480 BC, the Persians reached the pass of 

Thermopylae and everything happened in just four days. Xerxes sent an 

emissary to Leonidas, asking him to lay down his arms. Leonidas’ 

famous response, “Μολών λαβέ” (“Come and take them”), which made 

him a model of bravery and a guardian of ancestral principles and laws, 

angered the Persian ruler, who ordered the attack to begin immediately. 

On the third day, the traitor Ephialtes, who knew the area, led the 

Persians through a path behind the Greeks, to encircle them. When 

Leonidas learned of this, he released the allied forces, so that the 

Greeks could organize a new defense further south, keeping with him, 

apart from the 300 Spartans, 400 Thebans and 700 Thespians. On the fourth day, at 10:00 in the morning, the Persians 

launched their violent attack. All Greeks, without exception, were killed, fighting heroically and causing huge casualties for the 

Persians. The Battle of Thermopylae ranks among the most important battles in Greek and world history. Above all, however, 

from a moral point of view, it is a shining example of self-denial, self-sacrifice, and obedience to the homeland. 

The Battle of Salamis 

After their victory at Thermopylae, the Persians marched towards Athens. At the same time, the Greek fleet was waiting for the 

Persian ships in the Salamis straits. Athenian General Themistocles sent a trusted man of his own to the Persian camp, to 

inform the Persians that certain Greeks were allegedly intending to leave Salamis and that this was their best chance to attack 

them and win the war. 

Preparing for the Battle of Thermopylae. 
(H.M. Herget National Geographic Society, Washington)
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Xerxes was convinced and, confident of his victory, climbed to Mount Aigaleo, from 

where he would watch the battle. According to sources, the Greeks had about 370 

ships, while the Persians arrived with 800, although they had started out with 1,207. 

At dawn on September 22, 480 BC, the Persians prepared for the attack. As Persian 

ships entered the straits, the Greeks retreated to regroup and line up at a better 

position, a move that threw the enemy into disarray. The ensuing clashes were fierce 

and none of the participants could see what was happening on the entire battlefield, 

except Xerxes and his generals. The Greek triremes, fitted with a large ram at their 

bow, were pursuing and destroying the enemy ships. It is reported that in the Battle 

of Salamis, the Greeks lost 40 triremes and the Persians no less than 300 ships. 

After the battle, Xerxes, along with much of his army, returned to Asia, while Mardonius, with the rest of the Persian army, 

remained behind to subdue Greece. In 479 BC, the Persians suffered severe defeats at Plataea and Mycale and withdrew 

from Greece.

2500 years later

The Battle of Thermopylae and the Battle of Salamis were indelibly written in the books 

of European history, of which they are an integral part. These are two battles which 

paved the way for the development and, later on, the dissemination to Europe and 

beyond, of the fundamental cultural values of democracy, individual freedom, 

philosophical and scientific thought.

In 472 BC, in his tragedy “The Persians”, Aeschylus, although having fought himself 

against the Persians at both Marathon and Salamis, did not deride the losers, but 

instead praised the heroism of the Athenians in the Battle of Salamis, where they fought 

as free citizens for everything they held dear. 

In 1903, the poet Constantine P. Cavafy wrote: “Honor to those who in the life they lead 

define and guard a Thermopylae.”
Xerxes and his entourage, on Mount Aegaleo,
watch the Sea Battle in the Salamis Straits.  
(H.M. Herget National Geographic Society, 
Washington)
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Pandemics and History
By Kostas Kostis, Professor of the National and Kapodistrian University of Athens

and Advisor to the Management of Alpha Bank

      oday's pandemic has brought again to the fore debates that have taken place time and again among historians, notably on 

      the role played by pandemics and, more generally, diseases in human history. And as one can imagine, it is literally 

impossible for human history not to be influenced by the emergence of diseases, epidemics, and pandemics. I believe that 

some examples will help elucidate this point.

The first example is the breakdown of the belligerent Aztec Empire by the Spanish. An epidemic of smallpox, to which the 

Spanish and the Europeans in general were immune, while the Aztecs knew nothing whatsoever about it, decimated the local 

populations and made the work of Hernán Cortés much easier. Shortly after that, in 1532, Francisco Pizarro, with only 168 

soldiers, was able to take down the largest empire in the Southern Hemisphere, the Inca Empire. Of course, this would not 

have been possible without the help, once again, of smallpox, which wiped out a significant part of the local populations and 

especially their leaders.

Still on the American continent, but further north this time, the experience of the pre-Columbian tribes is indicative of what was 

happening when a disease unknown to them affected their populations. Thus, when the French arrived to settle in the plains of 

Mississippi in the late 17th century, the local hegemonies, ruling over large populations and having enjoyed great military 

strength during the 16th century, had been literally disintegrated by the Europeans’ diseases, which had preceded their 

settlement in these regions.

Jumping now to Australia, the British settlers setting up home in the Sydney area also brought with them their diseases, which 

wiped out the Aboriginal Australians.

T
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And, coming finally back to our continent, the plague that hit the Byzantine Empire in the 14th century reduced its populations. 

Some historians have argued that this facilitated the Ottomans’ penetration of the Empire, if not their domination of it. Let us 

remember the descriptions of Constantinople in the time just before the siege of 1453, which speak of a city with an extremely 

low population.

We should, however, bear in mind that it is not only the Europeans who benefit from their diseases. The reverse is equally true. 

A typical example is trypanosomiasis, the sleeping sickness caused by the tsetse fly, which prevented Europeans from 

penetrating Central Africa. Another very striking example is Haiti, the first country to recognize the Greek state, but also the 

first independent democracy of black populations. Napoleon, wanting to suppress Haiti's separatist tendencies from France, 

dispatched to the island an army of more than 50,000 soldiers. Few survived to return home, as the yellow fever to which they 

were not immune devastated them, while the locals were immune.

All these examples, and many more similar ones, remind us of something that, under normal circumstances, we tend to forget: 

namely, that diseases have played and continue to play a decisive role in shaping the world we live in. However, some attention 

is required regarding observations of this type, as there is always the risk of being led to microbial determinism – in other 

words, to attribute everything to diseases.

The Spaniards could not have dominated the Incas or the Aztecs with smallpox alone. Horses, firearms, steel, as well as their 

knowledge, played a decisive role in their triumph. The Ottomans, even if they found an opening to penetrate the Byzantine 

Empire, could not have enforced their authority easily had their opponent had not been politically and economically weakened. 

Therefore, a more accurate observation about the link between pandemic and history, which the coronavirus reminded us of, is 

that man lives in an environment of which diseases are a fundamental component.
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3rd Cycle of Courses "Alpha Culture"

      he Human Resources Division, in collaboration with the Corporate Communications Division and in particular, with the 

      Bank’s Art Collection, Numismatic Collection and Historical Archives, organized online the second course of each module, 

as part of the continuation of the internal courses for the Bank's Personnel, which were temporarily paused due to the 

Covid-19 pandemic.

The first online course of each module took place with high participation and great success on May 28, 2020, via Microsoft 

Teams app, by the Curator of the Art Collection Irene Orati, the Curator of the Numismatic Collection Dimitra Tsangari and the 

Professor of the National and Kapodistrian University of Athens and Advisor to the Management of Alpha Bank Mr. Kostas 

Kostis, respectively.

T
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“Nomos-Nomizo-Nomisma”
Review of the school year 2019-2020

      omos-Nomizo-Nomisma”, the educational program of the Alpha Bank Numismatic Collection, which received a distinction in 

      the “Society, Culture and Sports” category of the Corporate Responsibility 2019 Awards, continued, for yet another year, 

its journey to schools around Greece, inside a specially designed suitcase. 

Although the school year 2019-2020 practically ended in mid-March due to the Covid-19 pandemic, a total of 2,195 students 

from 43 schools from all over Greece, kindergartens, primary and secondary, schools, as well as Special Schools, participated 

in the Educational Program.

It is worth noting that during this school year the Program’s suitcase 

travelled to the historical and remote island of Kasos, where it was 

delivered to the Primary School of Fry, which numbers 41 students. 

Moreover, the Program’s cooperation with the Directorate of Primary 

Education of the Prefecture of Imathia was completed, where nine 

schools of the Prefecture participated in the Program over two 

consecutive school years, while a new cooperation with the Directorate 

of Primary Education of the Prefecture of Corfu was launched and 

11 schools have already attended the Program. Three of the 

Program’s suitcases remain in Corfu, in order for all the island’s 

schools that have registered to participate in the Program to be 

able to do so during the next school year (2020-2021).

“N

11 regions
38 cities
43 schools
2,195 students

School year 2019-2020
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In response to relevant requests from the educational community, the Program was also adapted for students of Special 

Schools, where visually impaired children are enrolled. New educational material was designed, such as enlarged replicas of 

ancient coins which will facilitate understanding and achieve the students’ tactile contact with the object examined, while the 

publication of the same title, presenting the history of coinage, was transcribed into Braille, in collaboration with the Lighthouse 

for the Blind of Greece, and was sent to libraries and institutions for visually impaired persons throughout Greece. 

The Program’s journey and its activities will be continued during the next school year, 2020-2021, as applications for participation 

have already been submitted by schools.
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Publications offer by Alpha Bank

Theophilos Chatzimichail, who was born on the island of Lesvos 

in 1868 and died in Athens in 1934, was an authentic folk 

self-taught artist. In this Publication, Yannis Tsarouchis presents 

more than 300 works by Theophilos and attempts to interpret 

his painting, noting characteristically that the painter from 

Lesvos “does not paint things, but the enthusiasm they evoked 

in him”. Greek nature and Greek history attracted and inspired 

the folk artist, who renders the themes that move him with a 

rare sensitivity, using his own personal technique and a palette 

of unrivaled richness.

This book presents a less known aspect of Yannis Ritsos’ 

creative work: painting. An introductory text written by Ritsos 

himself is followed by his paintings – watercolors, monotypes 

and drawings – which are illustrated on stones of the sea or on 

roots of plants. This is an album which includes all the works of 

art by Ritsos presented under three headings: 1) Stones, 

2) Roots, 3) Paintings (aquarelles, temperas, monotypes).

       lpha Bank offers the publications “Theophilos” (Greek and English edition) and “Les Peintures de Yannis Ritsos”   
       (French edition) at a discount of 40% throughout July and August 2020.A

The Publications may be obtained either by visiting the “ALPHA BANK – CULTURE store” (40 Stadiou Street, ATHENS) and 
the e-shop www.alphapolitismos.gr/eshop or by placing an order via telephone or e-mail (tel.: +30 210 326 2465, e-mail: 
infopolitismos@alpha.gr).                                                                

For any further clarification or information please contact the Alpha Bank Library at +30 210 326 2440 and 210 326 2446.

Yannis Tsarouchis
Athens 1966
Commercial Bank of Greece
Dimensions 28.5 x 23 cm
268 pages, 307 illustrations
Greek, English

Price: Euro 19.20

Yannis Ritsos, Yannis Tsarouchis, 
Chrysa Prokopaki, Angeliki Kotti
Athens 1991
Ionian Bank
Dimensions 27.5 x 21.5 cm
153 pages 
French

Price: Euro 15.00
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The Alpha Bank Library
Maro Douka

        riter Maro Douka, nee Georgedakis, was born in 1947, in Chania, Crete. In 1966 she moved to Athens, where she met and 

        married Nikos Doukas. She graduated from the Faculty of History and Archaeology of the School of Philosophy of the National 

and Kapodistrian University of Athens. She was a founding member of the Hellenic Authors’ Society, established in 1981. She has 

received numerous awards and distinctions, including the “Nikos Kazantzakis” Award of the Municipality of Heraklion, Crete (1982) 

for her work “Come Forth, King”, the Second State Prize for Novel (1984) for her book “The Floating City”, the Kostas and Eleni 

Ourani Foundation Award of the Academy of Athens (2005) for her work “The Innocent and the Guilty”, for which she was also 

awarded the International Cavafy Award (2005) and the Balkanika Award (2006). Finally, she was recently awarded the Grand Prize 

for Letters (2019) for her overall contribution to literature.

She first appeared in literature in 1974, with the novel “The Cauldron”. She has written novels, short stories, novels and literary 

essays, among which standing out are “Carré Fixe” (1976), “Fool’s Gold’ (1979), “The Floating City” (1983), “The Immobile 

Aspens”(1987), “The Writer and his Jar” (1992), “Come Forth, King” (1995), “Celestial Mechanics” (1999), “The Innocent and the 

Guilty” (2004), “The Black Leather Shoes” (2005), “Justice is something very hard” (2010), “Because my soul” (2012), “Come, let 

us tell lies” (2014), "Nothing is for granted" (2016), “Entrance Gate” (2019) etc. In all her works, her writing is characterized by 

long-winded sentences, special dialogues, alternations between direct and indirect speech, frequent historical references and 

flashbacks, the artfully imaginary plot, the narrators' participation in actual events, the prominent presence of the city of Chania etc. 

Many of her books have been translated into other European languages, such as English, French, German and Italian.

The Bank’s Library Collection includes several works by Maro Douka, such as novels, short stories and more.

In order to view the titles, please click here.

W
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The J.F. Costopoulos Foundation

      wo documentary films, produced with the support of The J.F. Costopoulos Foundation, premiered at the online 22nd 

      Thessaloniki Documentary Festival, May 19-28, 2020. 

“The Trace of Time” by Dionysia Kopana is a film about time, memory, nostalgia and the beauty of archeology and excavation 

through the post-mortem portrait of archeologist Yannis Sakellarakis. A journey in search of a man who is no longer present, 

through the trace he left in the places he had been to, and the people he had met. A cinematic excavation that brings to light an 

image through fragments and traces, just like archeology does. 

The documentary film “Good Morning Mr Fotis” by Dimitra Kouzi goes into the classroom to follow the everyday reality of a 

6th Grade at a public elementary school in the heart of Athens. Fotis Psycharis has been a teacher at the 54th public elementary 

school for 30 years. The vast majority of his pupils are children of migrants and refugees. The absence of a common linguistic 

and cultural code prompts Mr Fotis to develop other teaching methods. Combining many different arts, theatre is one of his 

tools. The Youth Jury of the Students at the Thessaloniki Universities bestowed the Best Film Award to the documentary at the 

22nd Thessaloniki Documentary Festival.

T
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Educational Program of The J.F. Costopoulos Foundation
and the Hellenic Art Galleries Association

      he J.F. Costopoulos Foundation and the Hellenic Art Galleries 

      Association continue online the educational program 

addressed to students of the Athens School of Fine Arts on the 

course of the artwork within the framework of Art Athina.

The fourth meeting, hosted on May 16, 2020, had the form 

of a seminar on self-publishing. The program’s coordinator 

Daphne Politi gave a historical overview of self-publishing 

initiatives within the arts, while also shared examples of 

contemporary independent publishing bodies, based in 

Greece and abroad. 

The fifth meeting, on May 23, 2020, included artist Nikos Papadopoulos and Crux Galerie. Nikos Papadopoulos talked about 

his artistic practice as a matter of perseverance, love and personal need. He also discussed what he has learned from working 

with the art collective Flora Filopappou and his experience as an artist-in-residence at CERN. Sakis Papakonstantinou, owner 

and director of Crux Galerie, explained the multidimensional approach he follows when organizing exhibitions and spoke of the 

pandemic as an opportunity for transformation. 

The sixth meeting, on May 30, 2020, included artist Antonakis and Eleftheria Tseliou Gallery. Antonakis discussed balancing 

his artistic practice with seeking collaborations outside of it, acting regularly as a curator, something that has contributed to 

expanding his professional network. Eleftheria Tseliou, owner and director of Eleftheria Tseliou Gallery, talked about the gallery’s 

multifaceted program, which involves established and emerging artists, presenting solo and historical shows, as well as dual 

collaboratives. Finally, they both talked about their collaboration as being rooted in collectivism and trust.

T

Snapshot from the fifth online meeting.
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"Together with our Customers"

       lpha Bank participates in the effort to restart the economy, actively supporting companies with financial solutions, new 

       facilities and acceleration of digital transformation. Featuring the message: “Our mission, is the return to normal 

economic activity”, a series of advertising campaigns took place in which the restart of operations and the return of the 

country to normal economic activity was characterized as a national mission.

In order to watch the corporate TV spot, click here.

A
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By participating in the Actions "Business Financing- Entrepreneurship 

Fund II" and "Guarantee Fund for COVID-19" of the Hellenic 

Development Bank, the Bank provides working capital, with favourable 

financing conditions, to companies affected by Covid-19.

Specifically, for the Action "Guarantee Fund for COVID-19", which began 

to be available on Wednesday, June 3, 2020, an advertising campaign 

was carried out via TV, Press, radio and internet, while at the same time,  

the communication was supported by newsletters and Viber messages as well as posts on Social Media. Alpha Bank 

announced that it is ready to provide working capital loans, with a guarantee rate of 80% of each loan, offered by the 

“Guarantee Fund for COVID-19”. These loans aim to support the economic activity of the enterprises that have been affected 

by the Covid-19 pandemic.

The new guarantee scheme ensures repayment flexibility of up to 

5 years, including a grace period of up to 12 months, and a total 

disbursement is foreseen by 31.12.2020. The amount of financing 

shall be determined according to the company's turnover, annual 

wage costs or documented liquidity needs.

In order to watch Alpha Bank's TV spot for the Action

"Guarantee Fund for COVID-19", click here.

PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
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In order to ensure the uninterrupted service of Customers, even remotely, and at the same time, their continuous and valid 

information, the Private Banking Division has initiated an organized and intensive communication with its Customers using 

advanced digital tools of the Bank.

Private Banking Action Calendar

PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

You stay at home. We stay close to you with the Private Banker at your disposal

We continue to offer our services from distance in the effort 
to limit the spread of Covid-19.

Navigator: “International markets facing Covid-19”

Investment strategy regarding international markets

GEM Portfolio Management Services Update

Investment decisions and the strategy of the GEM Portfolio 
Management Services  

Navigator Update

Update on the investment strategy regarding international markets

Digital Event for the Private Banking Customers

The first digital event for the Customers of the Private Banking 
was carried out, titled “International Markets and Covid-19: 
The next day”. The Manager of the Private Banking Division 
Emmanouil I. Arzinos and the Manager of the Investment 
Portfolios Management Division Panayiotis Ch. Remoundos, 
analyzed and commented on the developments and the changes 
on the international markets caused by the Covid-19 pandemic. 
Lastly, they reminded to their audience, that the Bank remains 
next to its Customers, ensuring their seamless service and
reliable information. 

Social Media

Information via Social Media posts 

31 March

8 April

15 April

22 May

27 May

28 May

Update on the investment strategy regarding international markets
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More Bonus points at all gas stations with Diners Club cards!

Diners Club cardholders who made purchases worth Euro 100 or more per month, using their card at any gas station, 

from 1.5.2020 through 30.06.2020, were rewarded with 1,000 additional Bonus points per month.

Customers were informed of the offer via Viber and SMS messages.

PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
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Alpha Bank supports "MOYSA"

    he Bank continues to support the work of "MOYSA – Thessaloniki Concert Hall Youth Symphony Orchestra".

"MOYSA" numbers 84 members, aged from 8 to 25, from Thessaloniki, Serres, Kilkis, Larissa, Kozani and other regions of 

Northern Greece. Its main objectives are to contribute to the artistic development of talented young musicians through 

concerts, collaborations, seminars and other activities related to orchestral art, as well as to develop a sense of social 

responsibility through artistic actions inside and outside the Thessaloniki Concert Hall.

T

Alpha Bank supports "MOYSA"

CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
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Achilleas Christidis
Without words, 1997

Oil on canvas 150 x 130 cm

      he work is installed in the Bank’s Charavgi Branch in Larissa and belongs to the set of works that Achilleas 

      Christidis created in the late 1990s. It is a painting that resembles a snapshot and depicts a surrealist picture. 

The scenery is dreamlike and the place has an air of mystery. 

T

Charavgi Branch in Larissa (307)
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Seen from above, like the image that meets the eye during the landing of an aircraft, 
the picture is divided in two parts.

In the bottom part, a lonely human figure stands in the middle of a deserted path, while 
on the left, a stone country house can be seen in the distance, standing silently amid 
the desolate landscape.

At the top of the composition, a tenebrous, turbulent sky frames the painting, eliciting 
feelings of apprehension in the spectator, while at the same time intensifying the 
landscape’s lonely and desolate air.

Achilleas Christidis
(Piraeus, 1959) BIOGRAPHICAL NOTE 

      tudied stage design at the “KEA” Theater School of G. Bellos and started painting in 
1976-77. In 1979 he stopped painting and turned to music, which he would later abandon in 
1983, engaging in painting from then on. Since his early steps, he turns to figurative painting 
to depict imaginary images of an idiosyncratic, personal microcosm. The way in which the 
world is viewed is a key feature of his works. In many of them, he depicts his subjects from a 
bird’s eye view, as though he is himself observing them from above. His oeuvre is inscribed in 
the genre of neo-figurative painting, and is characterized by the cinematic narration, the choice 
of unusual viewing angles in depicting the subject and the undertones of an oppressive 
atmosphere. He lives and works in Athens.

S

Achilleas Christidis
Without words, 1997
Oil on canvas 150 x 130 cm
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CULTURE SPECIAL • STORIES RECOUNTED BY COINS

      ephaestus, the god of fire, is considered the god of creative work, of metallurgy and hence, the patron of craftsmen. He 

      himself was an exceptional craftsman with a resourceful mind and made admirable creations of metal with great skill. 

Preparing for his “sacred wedding” with Europa, Zeus asked Hephaestus to create for his beloved a unique gift. Hephaestus then 

created Talus, a bronze giant with wings, who would be the guardian of the entire island of Crete. Talus, based in Phaistos, circled 

Crete three times a day and, as the island’s guardian, did not allow anyone to approach. If he saw enemy ships approaching the 

Cretan coast, he threw huge rocks to keep them away. If, however, an intruder managed set foot on Minos’ land, Talus would jump 

into the fire and, with his body alight, would burn the enemy by pressing him to his chest. The giant, however, had a secret: he had 

only one vein in his body, running from his neck to his heel, where it was secured with a nail. Inside this vein, instead of blood, 

flowed the “ichor”, the ethereal golden liquid which was the blood of the gods and the immortals. The end of Talus came when he 

met the Argonauts on their return from Colchis. When the bronze giant saw Argo, Jason’s boat, approaching, he threw rocks at it. 

Medea, who was aboard the Argo, put a spell on Talus with her words and Jason took advantage of this to approach him and pull 

out the nail that secured his vein. Thus, all the “ichor” was emptied from the vein and Talus dropped dead to the ground.

Talus, the bronze giant of Hephaestus, described by many as the first robot in history, was depicted on the coins of Phaistos.

Talus: the first robot in history

H

Silver stater of Phaistos, 300 - 280/270 BC
Obverse: . Talus standing facing front with open wings.

Reverse: . Bull charging to the right. 
Alpha Bank Numismatic Collection 10132
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The celebration of the 25th anniversary of Popular Bank 
1905-1930

     931 was one of the worst years of recession for the global economy. The European banking system was already severely 

     affected. The impact on Greek banks was significant: first, with the successive withdrawals of the credits granted to them by 

foreign banks and then, with the massive flight of capital caused by the drachma no longer being pegged to the pound sterling. 

At this extremely difficult economic juncture, Popular Bank celebrated the 25th anniversary of its establishment, in an effort to 

safeguard its prestige. The event, which took place in the spacious transactions hall of its imposing Main Building, was attended 

by many invited guests, including representatives of all the productive forces of the country. 

The event’s interest was monopolized by the speech of the founder and General Manager of Popular Bank Dionyssios Loverdos, 

1

Anniversary album issued by 
Popular Bank as part of the 
celebration of its 25th anniversary, 1930
Front cover

CULTURE SPECIAL • FRAGMENTS FROM THE BANK’S HISTORY
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At this point, few of those present could have taken a different view, because as soon as Popular Bank had made its appearance, 

it was evident that it was expressing in the best possible way the social and economic changes observed in the capital of the 

Greek kingdom. Its establishment was accompanied by the introduction of new banking activities, such as “loans on jewelry, gold 

etc.”, “advances on teachers’ salaries”, “advances on pension receipts”, “loans on furniture”, which were strongly indicative of the 

lower middle class background of its targeted customers. It should be noted that during the first months of its operation, it had 

already succeeded in being granted by Greek State the privilege of conducting pawnshop operations. 

Besides, the positive comments made by the event’s other speakers, who were prominent figures in the country's political and 

economic life, about the institution of popular savings promoted by Popular Bank, made Dionyssios Loverdos feel that the success 

of his business venture had proven him right.

On the occasion of the celebration, a commemorative album was published, presenting the major milestones in its history up to 

then, together with the speeches given at the event.

who seized this excellent opportunity to present the results of his creation. He not only noted the significant progress achieved in 

the Bank's business activity, but also spoke about its efforts to educate the rising classes of the capital’s urban population.

General Manager Dionyssios Loverdos in his office, at the 
Popular Bank's Main Building at 45, Panepistimiou Street.
Photograph by Nelly’s
Alpha Bank Historical Archives
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Alpha Bank Cyprus Ltd
Alpha Bank Cyprus Ltd supports the Cyprus Association of Friends of Kidney Patients

Alpha Feel Safe

New Insurance Plan for your Card and Personal Belongings

       he Bank, for yet another year, supported as Main Sponsor the Annual Awareness and Prevention Week on Kidney 

       Diseases, organized by the Cyprus Association of Kidney Patients’ Friends.

During the Week, informative presentations, speeches and debates were organized, in tandem with a Pancypriot fundraising 

campaign in support of the Association.

T

       TV, radio and internet advertising campaign was launched for the new Alpha Feel Safe 

       Bancassurance Plan, created by the Bank in collaboration with Altius Insurance.

The Plan is addressed to Alpha Bank debit and credit cardholders, who are compensated in 

the event of theft or loss of their card and personal belongings. The coverage provided for 

personal belongings is only valid only on the express condition of simultaneous loss or 

theft of the Alpha Bank debit or credit card.

In order to watch the TV spot, press here.

A
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Alpha Bank Cyprus Ltd stands by its Customers
Actions to facilitate and support Customers

• Encouraging the use of Alternative Networks

With a view to containing the spread of the Covid-19 coronavirus, but also to protect the health of its Customers and 

Personnel, the Bank launched an advertising campaign on television, radio and the Internet to encourage the use of its 

Alternative Networks. 

In order to watch the TV spot, press here.
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• Encouraging the use of Alpha Mobile Banking

To encourage the public to stay at home and perform banking transactions safely, an advertising campaign was 

conducted via TV, radio and the internet, promoting the use of Alpha Mobile Banking. 

In order to watch the TV spot, press here.
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• Information on the Application for suspension of the payment of installments and interest Covid - 19

Following the announcement by the Ministry of Finance relating to the Decree on the Suspension of Loan Instalments, the 

Bank informed its Customers about the suspension of the obligation to pay instalments for credit facilities granted by 

financial organizations, as well as about the procedure for submission of the relevant Applications.

For more information, press here.

The Bank has simplified the procedures for the opening of new accounts, by posting a special form on its website. 

• Alpha Bank Cyprus Ltd supports its Retail and Business Customers amid the pandemic

The Bank has put in place measures to support the real economy, offering both its Retail and Business Customers practical 

assistance in addressing the unprecedented and adverse conditions created by the spread of the Covid-19 coronavirus, by 

providing reliable and personalized solutions.
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Alpha Bank Romania
New Garmin Pay and Fitbit Pay services by Alpha Bank Romania

Alpha Bank Romania launches the new generation of EFT-POS terminals

       lpha Bank Romania is launching on the Romanian market the latest contactless payment 

       solutions, Garmin Pay and Fitbit Pay. The services are available to Customers who hold 

AlphaCard Visa debit or credit cards and use Garmin or Fitbit smart devices.

Using Garmin Pay and Fitbit Pay for all kinds of purchases is not only fast and easy, but also 

highly secure, thanks to the latest electronic payment security technology used by Visa. Activation 

is simple and easy, through the Wallet app, whether on an Android or iOS device or iOS.

The Executive Vice-President - Retail Banking of Alpha Bank Romania Cristian Dragos made the following statement: 

“We are happy to add Garmin Pay and Fitbit Pay to our list of payment solutions that we offer to our Customers. In a dynamic 

world, in which safety and health protection have become crucial, the launch of contactless payments using smart watches and 

smart devices reaffirms Alpha Bank Romania's commitment to continuously expanding the digital options offered to our Customers."

A

T       he Bank is changing the Romanian payments market, with the introduction of the new generation of EFT-POS terminals, 

       Verifone Engage, at a time when the need for secure contactless transactions is more important than ever, due to the 

Covid-19 pandemic. Designed according to the latest specifications, in collaboration with Printec, the new POS terminals offer 

increased speed, maximum security and an overall enhanced Customer Experience.

In his statement, the Executive Vice-President - Retail Banking of Alpha Bank Romania 

Cristian Dragos said the following: “Alpha Bank Romania remains committed to supporting its 

Customers to overcome this difficult period and take advantage of the potential for future growth. 

As part of our efforts, we have joined forces with Printec to provide a new, advanced and flexible 

payment infrastructure. We are confident that the arrival of the new generation of terminals will be 

met with a very positive response, and that the new EFT-POS terminals will upgrade the payment 

experience in the Romanian market.”

...........................................................................................................................................................................................
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Alpha Bank Romania
Renewal of Alpha Bank Romania's partnership with APIA

for financing the agricultural sector

The Bank supports local entrepreneurs and joins the SME Invest program 

       lpha Bank Romania is continuing its partnership with the Agency for Payments and 

       Intervention for Agriculture (APIA), having signed new agreements for the financing of 

agricultural subsidies.

The Alpha Bank Romania SME Division Manager Dragos Draghici, stated the following: 

“We are continuing with the Programme, supporting the agricultural sector, and we are pleased 

to announce a renewed partnership with APIA for 2020. The agricultural sector is of strategic 

importance and requires all our efforts to reach its true potential. The health crisis we are 

experiencing can bring opportunities for this sector, which we are ready to support on a long-term basis.”

A

A       lpha Bank Romania SME Division Manager Dragos Draghici made the following statement: “We remain in close 

       contact with our Customers and we are aware of the difficulties they face during this period. The Covid-19 pandemic has 

an extremely strong impact on small and medium-sized enterprises, which need to be 

strengthened in order to continue their activities. The SME Invest program, with the 

support of the Romanian Government, supports the business environment community 

we are pleased to be involved in this collective effort. The restart of the Romanian 

economy will take place with the help of Small and Medium-sized Enterprises, and we 

are involved in the effort to achieve this goal.”

...........................................................................................................................................................................................
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Alpha Bank Romania
“Together, for Health!”

       lpha Bank Romania, through its “Together, for Health!” campaign, offered to the Colentina Clinic state-of-the-art medical 

       equipment to diagnose Covid-19 cases, and to the Intensive Care Unit (ICU) of the “Elias” University Emergency 

Hospital with fully equipped beds, monitors and other technical support means.

“We are in the middle of a new crisis, this time global, that affects each of us and requires each of us to contribute. 

TOGETHER, this symbolic word of Alpha Bank, has a dual meaning today, the meaning of solidarity and cohesion, not only 

at our level of the banking institution, but also at the level of society. We are on the side of those in the front line, of the 

professionals working in the medical system, and we are grateful for the efforts they are making. Only TOGETHER will we 

be able to overcome this crisis and I believe that we will emerge better and more united, from these difficult times”, stated 

Alpha Bank Romania Executive President and International Network General Manager Sergiu Oprescu.

A
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Alpha Bank Albania SHA
New Enter Mastercard debit card

 "One Card. Infinite moments”

       n May 21, 2020, Alpha Bank Albania SHA announced its partnership with Mastercard, which begins with the issuance 

       of the debit card Enter Mastercard. This is a new contactless card that can be used for purchases in Albania and abroad, 

and has a unique transparent design.

With this partnership, Alpha Bank Albania SHA becomes the first bank on the country's market to offer cards in partnership 

with three payment systems, American Express, VISA and Mastercard.

The promotion of the new card, with the key communication message: “One card. Infinite Moments”, took place in two 

phases, via TV, radio, digital media, outdoor advertising, a newsletter as well as text messages (SMS).

 You can watch the TV spot of the first phase here.

 You can watch the TV spot of the second phase here.

O
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https://youtu.be/YIUkAcZ5sMw
https://youtu.be/sS9EnKBamTs


"Together in difficult times”

       he Bank supported 100 families 

       financially affected by Covid-19, 

through the Albanian Red Cross, offering 

food and sanitary packages.

T

...........................................................................................................................................................................................

Alpha Bank Albania SHA
New Alpha SMS Update Platform

T       he Bank launched the new Alpha SMS platform, which allows Customers to be informed in real time of any 

       transactions made using their cards.
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       uring the lockdown period imposed due to the Covid-19 pandemic, the Bank, aiming to protect the health of its

       Employees and Customers, took several steps, which comprised the following:

• Encouraging the use of Alternative Networks, such as Alpha e-Banking, the network of POS terminals and 

 the ATM network.

• Creation of the Alpha One Click webpage, with electronic applications for payments to utilities, electronic 

 banking etc., without requiring the Customer's physical presence in a Branch. 

• Customer support 24 hours a day, 7 days a week (24/7) with new services provided by phone and via email and 

 social media, as well as with educational videos available for each online service.

Alpha Bank Albania SHA
Initiatives of Alpha Bank Albania SHA to tackle Covid-19

D
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• Facilities for Customers financially affected by Covid-19, by suspending the payment of their loan instalments,

 in accordance with the joint decision issued by the Prime Minister of the Republic of Albania and the Governor of the 

 Central Bank of the country. 

• Adoption of all necessary preventive measures to ensure the health of Employees and Customers in the 

 Branch Network, such as installing Plexiglas partitions, keeping distances, diligent and frequent cleaning with strong 

 disinfectants, distribution of antiseptics, use of gloves etc.

• Provision of regular and timely information to all Personnel through Instructions, Useful Q&As and weekly 

 Newsletters on all new developments.

• Application of teleworking for up to 80% of the Bank’s Head Office Personnel.

• Sending a significant number of desktops and laptops to Employees who worked from home (teleworking). 

• Operation of dedicated Helpline. For Employees working from home (teleworking).
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